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1 T

2 The Potter’s Wheel

3 Ina Berg
4 Department of Classics, Ancient History,
5 Archaeology and Egyptology, University of
6 Manchester, Manchester, UKAU1

7 Introduction

8 TheAU2 potter’s wheel was invented in the 5th mil-
9 lennium BC in the Near East and spread across the
10 Mediterranean into southern and eastern Europe
11 during the late Bronze and early Iron Ages before
12 also reaching Asia and, finally, the American
13 continent. The potter’s wheel utilized new tech-
14 nological principles, namely, rotational kinetic
15 energy (RKE) combined with manual force, to
16 shape vessels. Initially, however, it seems that
17 the wheel was only used to make small shapes or
18 medium-sized and larger pots in stages and was
19 not used for wheel-throwing but hybrid tech-
20 niques. When utilized to its full potential, this
21 innovation has the ability to speed up production
22 considerably. It remains a mystery why ethno-
23 graphic studies consistently show that the potter’s
24 wheel is almost exclusively associated with male
25 potters.

26Definition

27Scholars have conventionally defined potter’s
28wheels either by placing greater emphasis on the
29device’s design (Childe 1954; Evely 2000;
30Franken 1971; Holthoer 1977; Saraswati and
31Behura 1966; Streily 2000; Wood 1990) or on
32the speed/length of rotation that can be achieved
33(Arnold and Bourriau 1993; Foster 1959a; Rice
341987; Roux 2019; Scheans 1965; Thér et al.
352017). In reality, most scholars recognize that
36the two aspects need to be considered together as
37unaided rotation requires a stable and smoothly
38running flywheel.
39Potter’s wheels are traditionally divided into
40two categories: simple and double (or kick)
41wheels (Holthoer 1977) (Figs. 1 and 2). Both
42can reach a maximum speed of 220–230 rotations
43per minute (rpm), though most potting activities
44will fall within a range of 50–120 rpm. The simple
45wheel consists of one single, heavy wheel that
46serves both as the flywheel and the potting sur-
47face. It is activated by stick or by hand – either by
48the potter or an assistant. The momentum is stored
49in the heavy wheel and will gradually slow down
50as the potter works. A pivoting axis is set in the
51ground and, depending on its length, may also
52need stabilizing higher up. To achieve the neces-
53sary weight, they are normally made of stone or
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54 clay, though wood can also be used. The simple
55 wheel can be constructed at any height, and
56 potters may sit, squat, or stand to work on it. The
57 double wheel is constructed of a light round upper
58 throwing surface and a heavy flywheel below
59 which are connected by a fixed vertical axis. The
60 advantage of the double wheel is that potters
61 themselves can adjust its speed seamlessly by
62 kicking the flywheel at the bottom while
63 constructing the pot on the small throwing surface
64 on the top.
65 Potter’s wheels need to be distinguished from
66 rotary devices and turntables (or tournettes).
67 A rotary device is not mounted on an axis and
68 hence does not generate any rotational momen-
69 tum. A rotary device might be a wooden or clay
70 plate, bat, or a large clay sherd upon which a pot
71 is being constructed. Early Bronze Age “mats”
72 from Crete are good examples of this type
73 (Evely 2000: 271–273 (Type 1)). A turntable is
74 a device mounted on an axis which the potter or
75 an assistant can rotate, but any momentum gener-
76 ated slows down quickly and does not allow the
77 creation of an entire vessel. Turntables can be
78 made of wood, clay, or stone. Roux considers
79 prehistoric Mesopotamian and Palestinian stone-
80 pivot arrangements to fall into this category
81 (2019: 50; Roux and de Miroschedji 2009)
82 (Fig. 3). The division of devices into rotary
83 devices, turntable, and wheel is based on the
84 assumption that only wheels can achieve suffi-
85 cient rotational kinetic energy that would allow

86the wheelhead to spin for long periods of time
87despite the weight of the flywheel itself, the
88weight of the clay, and the pressure exerted by
89the potter while making the pot. However, in
90reality, the distinction between the different pot-
91ting devices is rather fluid and imprecise.
92Several physical phenomena impact on a ves-
93sel as it is being thrown on the wheel. These are
94the rotational kinetic energy (expressed in terms
95of angular velocity and the moment of inertia), as
96well as manual pressures. Angular velocity is the
97amount of rotation the wheel undergoes based on
98its speed and direction. The moment of inertia is
99the distribution of mass around an axis of rotation
100and refers to the opposition of the device to
101changes in speed of rotation. Calculations may
102include, for example, its weight, dimensions, and
103morphology. Hence, rotational kinetic energy is
104the rotational energy that the wheel exerts bearing
105in mind the speed of rotation and opposition to
106this rotation. Manual pressures are vertical and
107horizontal pressures of the potter’s hands in rela-
108tion to the malleable clay as she/he pulls up the
109vessel, thins the walls, and molds its shape by

The Potter’s Wheel, Fig. 1 Simple wheel from India.
(Wikimedia commons; accessed 12/9/19)

The Potter’s Wheel, Fig. 2 Kick wheel, Jaffa, Palestine,
1859. (Wikimedia commons; accessed 12/9/19)
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110 pushing inward or outward with one or both
111 hands. In contrast to common perception, centrif-
112 ugal force – which exerts pressure toward the
113 outside – does not play an active role in raising
114 a vessel up; it only contributes negatively or pos-
115 itively by making inward movement harder or by
116 supporting outward movement (Roux 2019:
117 76–83). A similar argument can be made about
118 gravity which could also be considered a passive
119 force in that it attracts a material toward the center
120 of the earth and thus exerts downward pressure on
121 the clay mass, but does not impact positively on
122 the upwards throwing motion of a potter.
123 Excavations do not necessarily reveal potter’s
124 workshops or evidence of potter’s wheels and
125 archaeologists therefore must rely on macroscopic
126 and microscopic traces on the pots themselves to
127 deduce the use of a potter’s wheel (Evely 2000:
128 269; Van As and Jacobs 2014: 89). There are
129 several of these marks or traces.
130 The first of the macroscopic marks is the base
131 (or central) spiral. This spiral is created when the

132potter applies first downward and then outward
133pressure with their fingers to open the clay ball
134and to create the base width of the vessel. It quite
135often leaves a raised central “pimple.” Because
136the wheelhead of the potter’s wheel offers solid
137resistance, the base spiral is normally well
138pronounced AU3(Fig. 4a). The second feature is
139throwing grooves, also called rilling, on the out-
140side and/or inside of the vessel wall. Rilling marks
141are best observed on the interior of restricted
142vessels. They can be shallow or deep and horizon-
143tal, concentric, or spiraling depending on the pres-
144sure, direction, and speed applied by the potter.
145The more even and continuous these grooves, the
146more likely they are made by throwing (Fig. 4b).
147Uneven or discontinuous rilling may hint at
148forming techniques that only utilize rotation for
149part of the manufacturing sequence (Courty and
150Roux 1995). When pots receive secondary treat-
151ments like smoothing, scraping, burnishing, or
152turning, rilling marks may be obliterated entirely.
153Thirdly, there are diagonal compression ridges in
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The Potter’s Wheel,
Fig. 3 Levantine and
Egyptian potter’s wheels.
(a) Canaanite-Israelite and
Egyptian stone socket/pivot
arrangements. (After
Amiran and Shenhav 1984;
Powell 1995); (b)
Reconstruction of
Canaanite-Israelite and
Egyptian potter’s wheel.
(After Amiran and Shenhav
1984; Powell 1995); (c)
Levantine stone potter’s
wheel. (After Roux and de
Miroschedji 2009). To scale
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154 the neck region which occur when rotating clay is
155 being pushed inward to create a neck. The fourth
156 mark is the spiral cut-off pattern on the underside
157 of the base. When the wheel is rotating while the
158 potter is cutting the pot off with a string or wire,

159this action leaves a characteristic decentralized
160spiral pattern on the underside of the base
161(Fig. 4c). Stationary vessels leave linear marks.
162Cutting marks are often removed by subsequent
163treatment. Finally, there is a gradual thinning of
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The Potter’sWheel, Fig. 4 (a) Base spiral. (b) Rilling. (c) Cut-off spiral pattern. (d) Gradual thinning of wall from base
to rim
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164 the wall from the base to the rim. Unlike hand-
165 made pots which can display the same wall thick-
166 ness from base to rim, wheel-thrown vases
167 normally show a gradually reducing thickness
168 as the lower section would otherwise collapse
169 under the weight of the upper section (Fig. 4d).
170 While all these marks and features are clear
171 evidence of the utilization of some rotating device
172 at a particular stage during the making of a vessel
173 (e.g., the base, the neck, or removal of the pot),
174 none of these marks are incontrovertible or unam-
175 biguous evidence of throwing as turning devices
176 can leave similar patterns nor do they confirm that
177 the entire pot has been made on the wheel.
178 Absence of distinct traces of hand-forming tech-
179 niques, such as coil seams, mold seams, or uneven
180 wall thickness as a result of paddle and anvil
181 action, can aid our interpretation.
182 In addition, there are further – more subtle –
183 macroscopic indicators of wheel-throwing.
184 Firstly, there is the pot’s symmetry. Handmade
185 pots can take on any shape, regular or irregular.
186 In contrast, pots thrown on a wheel are, by the
187 very nature of the device, symmetrical and regular
188 in shape. Secondly, as wheel-throwing requires
189 clay to be wet in order to make it malleable, this
190 can lead to unintended stretching of the clay
191 which is visible as small cracks in the wall.
192 Finally, the existence of self-slip is indicative of
193 the use of water during the manufacture which
194 creates a very thin layer of liquid clay that settles
195 on the walls of the vessel. It may be removed by
196 subsequent surface treatment or decorating.
197 Most of these indicators are polysemic and
198 can be the result of entirely different forming
199 techniques. However, the most reliable ones for
200 throwing are the base spiral and reducing thick-
201 ness between the base and rim as they are less
202 likely to stem from other manufacturing
203 techniques.
204 Microscopic investigations, while time-
205 consuming, costly, and limited in sample size,
206 can be very helpful in determining whether or
207 not a pot was wheel-thrown by evaluating poros-
208 ity (volume, size, orientation, frequency, distribu-
209 tion and degree of connection with other pores)
210 and inclusions/temper (orientation and distribu-
211 tion of elongated inclusions or temper). Porosity

212is impacted by the amount of water and temper/
213inclusions used, the type of temper/inclusions,
214the content of the clay matrix, kneading, and
215preparation as well as firing – as a consequence,
216porosity is a good indirect indicator of forming
217technique. Petrography, X-radiography, and, most
218recently, high-resolution X-ray microtomography
219have shown that handmade and wheel-thrown
220vessels can be confidently identified based on
221the above criteria and that distinction between
222different wheel-utilizing techniques and wheel-
223throwing is also often possible (Berg 2008; Karl
224et al. 2013; Pierret et al. 1996; Thér 2016).
225Scholars have identified the speed (in rpm)
226and/or the duration of unaided rotation (often
227called the “momentum”) as key characteristics
228of a true potter’s wheel leading to a supposed
229division of wheels into “slow” and “fast” types
230(Holthoer 1977; AU4Roux and Mioschedji 2009;
231Orton et al. 1993: 120–125; Rice 1987:
232132–135; Childe 1954), with “slow” wheels not
233considered proper potter’s wheels. The assump-
234tion is that rotational kinetic energy (some
235scholars mistakenly identify it as centrifugal
236force) only starts acting upon a vessel when the
237wheel reaches a particular speed (rpm) and that
238pots made at slow speeds therefore are not
239“thrown.” The minimum speed required to attain
240RKE has not yet been demonstrated experimen-
241tally or theoretically. Various speed ranges for
242throwing pots are mentioned in the literature but
243normally lie around 80–150 rpm (Childe 1954;
244Amiran and Shenhav 1984: 108; Doherty 2012:
24517; Evely 1988: 118; Roux 2010). However,
246experiments have demonstrated that pots can
247indeed be thrown at very low speeds and hence
248that rotational kinetic energy acts upon clay at all
249speeds: 36 rpmwas sufficient to throw a 10 cm tall
250cup (Berg 2013: 116); 15–20 rpm were used
251to form a small pot (Doherty 2012: 17); and
252a medium-sized vessel was thrown at 60 rpm
253(Foster 1959b: 62) even when the potters them-
254selves consider the task time consuming, more
255laborious or boring. The presumption of a mini-
256mum speed at which rotational kinetic energy
257jumps into action also ignores the reality of pot-
258ting, whereby the potter will vary the wheel speed
259depending on the stage of the throwing process
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260 and the size of the vessel: centering is done at
261 higher speeds than pulling up or shaping; and
262 the larger the vessel and the greater the clay
263 mass, the slower the speeds (Gandon et al. 2011).
264 The second assumption is that a wheel has to
265 spin for a considerable amount of time to throw
266 a pot. However, ethnographic data have shown
267 that, for example, experienced potters only need
268 approximately three and half minutes to complete
269 a pot of 47.5 cm � 20 cm � 22.5 cm (Saraswati
270 and Behura 1966: 54). A household factory potter
271 in Spain could throw 100 small items in an
272 hour and a Mexican potter could make one food
273 bowl every 47 s on average (Arnold 1985:
274 208, 244–245). Thus, when high speeds can be
275 obtained, the necessary duration of unaided rota-
276 tion to complete a pot is considerably shorter
277 than standard accounts seem to imply. Where the
278 moment of inertia is too great, the use of an
279 assistant who keeps the wheel in motion can be
280 used to overcome any disadvantages.
281 Finally, we must discard the common assump-
282 tion that the potter’s wheel is exclusively associ-
283 ated with wheel-throwing. As the case studies
284 below demonstrate, a wide range of hybrid
285 forming techniques combine handmade tech-
286 niques with the wheel at different stages of
287 the forming process (Courty and Roux 1995).
288 All of these may utilize the potter’s wheel as a
289 device, but do not necessarily use it to its full
290 potential. Instead, they may use it more like
291 a turntable by using it at lower speeds or for
292 shorter periods of rotation.

293 Historical Background and Future
294 Directions

295 From the 1950s to the 1990s ethnographic studies
296 of traditional potters were at the forefront of
297 researchers’ endeavors. We now possess a very
298 comprehensive library of worldwide case studies
299 (Arnold 1985; Foster 1959a, b; Kramer 1997;
300 Saraswati and Behura 1966), and there is a sense
301 that additional examples will not dramatically
302 change our existing knowledge base. Experimen-
303 tal archaeology was another valued avenue of
304 exploration, much of it focusing on reconstructing

305potter’s wheels to understand their design fea-
306tures, physical potential, and limitations (Arnold
307and Bourriau 1993; Roux and Corbetta 1989). We
308have now acquired a solid understanding of these
309factors and, thus, experimental work has changed
310direction to helping us understand the very essen-
311tials that underpin the utilization of the potter’s
312wheel, such as the nature of the physical forces
313acting upon the wheel and establishing the level of
314skill potters have, and how this impacts on their
315use of the wheel (Roux 2019; Gandon and Roux
3162019; Gandon et al. 2011). Despite decades of
317research into the potter’s wheel, there is still
318much that is unknown about the very core forces
319and aspects, and it is in this subject area where
320future contributions to knowledge will have the
321greatest impact on our understanding. With finds
322of potter’s wheel relatively rare but pots abundant,
323another strand with great future potential are
324investigations into the features encoded into pots
325that were made on the wheel to see whether we
326can work backward from the product to the device
327(e.g. Berg 2008; Choleva 2018; Jeffra 2013; Thér
328et al. 2017). Again, experimental archaeology will
329take a leading role here by working with replica
330control groups before applying the findings to
331ancient material. All of this will, of course,
332involve a multitude of scientific and social science
333disciplines that will make key contributions to our
334overall comprehension of the device.

335Key Issues/Current Debates

336Emergence of Innovation
337It is commonly assumed that there was an evolu-
338tionary progression from rotating devices to turn-
339tables to the wheel, as potters gradually acquired
340the skill to harness rotational kinetic energy ever
341more effectively. The eventual invention of the
342potter’s wheel is traditionally linked to the onset
343of mass production, with the wheel specifically
344acting as a device to speed up production and
345produce standardized shapes (Childe 1954;
346Nissen 2006; Saraswati and Behura 1966: 16).
347However, while scholars recognized that the
348wheel does of course speed up production
349(Arnold 1985: 208), recent work in Egypt and
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350 the Near East has shown prestige and technical
351 exclusivity – rather than speed – to have been the
352 driving forces for the emergence of the wheel (see
353 also Thér et al. 2017 for central Europe and Crewe
354 and Knappett 2012 for Cyprus; Choleva 2018
355 for mainland Greece; Berg 2007 for Melos). The
356 marketization of speed and commercialization
357 of the wheel are later developments (Foster
358 1959a; Streily 2000: 233).
359 Evidence of the social context of the emer-
360 gence of the potter’s wheel in Egypt has been
361 collated by Doherty (2012). The earliest credible
362 scenes of potters using potter’s wheels can
363 be found in the Tomb of Ty at Saqqara (Fig. 5)
364 and Tomb of Ptahshepses at Abu Sir dated
365 to the 5th Dynasty of the Old Kingdom
366 (ca. 2500–2300 BC). Statuettes, models, and writ-
367 ten manuscript also date back to this period and,
368 together, indicate that these potters were under
369 the control of Egyptian royalty and nobility.
370 First evidence of wheel-thrown pottery is linked
371 to the 4th–5th dynasties (2600–2300 BC) when it
372 became popular for Pharaohs to build monumen-
373 tal pyramids which incorporated chapels dedi-
374 cated specifically to the nourishment of their
375 spirit (ka) in the afterlife. Daily liquid and solid
376 offerings to the Pharaoh’s ka were made in mini-
377 ature, wheel-thrown cups produced in vast
378 amounts. Prior to the introduction of the potter’s
379 wheel, specialist potters already produced stan-
380 dardized funerary vessels at a large scale mainly
381 using the mold technique. Increasing the produc-
382 tion could easily have been achieved by adding
383 more workers. In contrast, the first pottery
384 produced on the wheel consisted of shapes
385 exclusively used for the Pharaoh’s funerary
386 state-controlled activities before gradually being
387 disseminated into private elite contexts. The elite
388 meaning associated with the potter’s wheel is
389 further encapsulated by the use of basalt in the
390 construction of the wheel bearings, a prestigious
391 and rare stone requiring the expertise of stone
392 masons and previously exclusively used in the
393 manufacture of religious statuary.
394 An exclusive elite craft context for the use
395 of the wheel is also observed in the southern
396 Levant where the potter’s wheel is first used dur-
397 ing the Late Chalcolithic (4500–4000 BC) for the
398 manufacture of V-shaped bowls, small ceremonial

399bowls used in ritual activities. Knowledge of the
400potter’s wheel ceased immediately following the
401collapse of the societies, and the technology only
402reemerges centuries later (Baldi and Roux 2016;
403Roux 2003). Mass production does not appear to
404have played a role either in northern Mesopotamia
405where wheelmade bowls make up less than 1%
406during Late Chalcolithic 2 (3900–3800 BC) at
407Tell Feres al-Sharqui. Similar to the Levant and
408Egypt, most of the bowls were found in a central
409elite building, Importantly, these bowls were
410made in by wheel-coiling rather than wheel-
411throwing (Baldi and Roux 2016).

412Adoption of Invention and Transmission of
413Technology
414Invention of a product or devices does not auto-
415matically guarantee its successful transmission.
416This also applies to the potter’s wheel where
417scholars have observed both the disappearance
418of the technology after initial use and widespread
419adoption. The former scenario is exemplified by
420the abovementioned Late Chalcolithic ceremonial
421V-shaped bowls from the southern Levant. When
422these Chalcolithic cultures collapsed in Early
423Bronze I (4th mill BC), wheelmade pottery also
424vanished. It only reemerged in Early Bronze II–III
425(3rd mill BC), though only a small number of
426vessels were made with this technique and there
427is no spread of the technique beyond the confines
428of a restricted set of specialists. At the end of the
4293rd millennium BC (Early Bronze IV), cities col-
430lapsed and wheelmade pottery disappears again,
431only to reappear a few centuries later to establish
432itself as the dominant pottery forming technique
433by Middle Bronze II (mid-2nd mill. BC) (Roux
4342010).
435Invention of the potter’s wheel followed by
436keen widespread adoption is visible on Bronze
437Age Crete (Fig. 6). Here, experimentation with
438the potter’s wheel in Early Minoan III/Middle
439Minoan IA leads to its adoption inMiddleMinoan
440IB where it is used in the making of cups, in
441particular. The initial use is widespread and imme-
442diate, extending to palatial and non-palatial sites
443across the entire island, although it takes several
444centuries for potters to acquire the necessary
445know-how to also make large pots on the wheel
446(Crewe and Knappett 2012).
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The Potter’s Wheel,
Fig. 5 Tomb of Ty,
Saqqara, Egypt, showing
potter working on a wheel
(c. 2450–2300 BC). (After
Doherty 2012: Fig. 2.2)

The Potter’s Wheel, Fig. 6 Reconstruction of Minoan potter’s wheel. (After Evely 2000; Morrison and Park 2007/8)
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447 As these two case studies show, adoption sce-
448 narios of the wheel can range from widespread to
449 aborted. Roux (2010) offers an explanatory
450 framework which examines to what degree inno-
451 vation systems are fragile/robust or closed/open.
452 She argues that the transmission of an innovation
453 is, in part, dependent on the size of the network,
454 skill level and production context of the craftspeo-
455 ple involved. Fragile technological systems are
456 restricted in the number of participants and there-
457 fore cannot withstand transformations of the
458 societal structure. In contrast, robust systems
459 have transmission networks sufficiently large
460 to weather any socioeconomic storms. Closed
461 systems have a strong relationship between the
462 producers and the technological task, but do not
463 interact with other production units. Open systems
464 are characterized by transfer and borrowing
465 between production groups.
466 In the context of V-shaped bowls, specialists
467 were few in numbers, highly skilled, attached to
468 elites, and producing pots specifically for elite
469 consumption. When these elites collapsed, so did
470 the production of the special function V-shaped
471 bowls, leading to the disappearance of the potter’s
472 wheel. The system here was fragile and closed,
473 leading to an interrupted development. In contrast
474 stands Minoan Crete where the skills were wide-
475 spread among a highly skilled, large potting com-
476 munity that served both palatial and non-palatial
477 consumers. As a consequence, the potter’s wheel
478 flourished. The Cretan scenario is thus represen-
479 tative of a robust, open system with a linear pat-
480 tern of transmission.
481 A number of additional factors have been
482 referenced to explain the failure of adoption of
483 the wheel in various contexts across the world.
484 Arnold, for example, recounts the efforts of the
485 Mexican government to increase the efficiency
486 and quality of pottery production in the town of
487 Ticul in the 1930s (2008: 238–242; also Arnold
488 1985: 222–223). At this time, local potters were
489 using the k’abal, a traditional turntable, to make
490 pots. Despite sending an experienced potter who
491 ran a workshop with five kick wheels for 4 or
492 5 years, the potter’s wheel was not adopted by
493 the local community of potters. The disadvantages
494 highlighted were (a) the price of the wheel which

495was well beyond the reach of a local potter’s
496income, (b) the local clay was considered too
497coarse and unsuitable, (c) potters were used to
498working barefoot which resulted in abrasions
499and injuries of their feet when kicking the fly-
500wheel, and (d) the wheel was incompatible with
501existing motor skills and used different muscle
502groups. In addition, the organizational setup,
503including the sexual division of labor, may be
504inconsistent with the new technique. For example,
505the introduction of the potter’s wheel in Guate-
506mala was unsuccessful, argues Arnold (1985:
507222–223), because pots had traditionally been
508made by women on a part-time basis alongside
509other household activities. When the wheel was
510introduced, it led to no change among women
511potters. Instead, the wheel became an entirely
512separate craft sphere performed by men. Strict
513social sanctions against innovation can also pre-
514vent change. Such sanctions were observed in
515Chinautla, Guatemala, between the 1950s and
5161970s and led to a strict replication of the tradi-
517tional pottery repertoire and strict prohibitions on
518innovations. Unfavorable industrial conditions
519may also make adoption less likely – Rajasthan
520potters mentioned the frequent power cuts that
521interfered with the use of their electric wheels
522(Kramer 1997: 62).
523However, the potter’s wheel, when used for
524proper wheel-throwing, can also bring many
525advantages. It produces even and symmetrical
526vessels, it allows the production of a vessel in a
527matter of minutes and can thus maximize turn-
528over, and it speeds up mean production times –
529Arnold (2008: 244) estimates that a wheel can
530make production between twice and five times
531faster than a turntable or mold – although this
532theoretical increase in production speed must be
533weighted against a greater time investment at
534other points during the manufacturing sequence,
535such as collection and preparation of finer clay.
536Most importantly, however, for an adoption to be
537successful, the motor habits and work position
538must be compatible with previous practices.
539Foster therefore notes that it is often easier to
540train non-potters in a new technique than
541converting experienced potters from a traditional
542technique to wheel-throwing (1959a). In addition,
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543 Thér and his colleagues have highlighted the per-
544 formative aspects of wheel-throwing, such as the
545 rotation of the wheel, the gradual shaping of the
546 vessel, the obvious grooves on the surface, which
547 can appear highly attractive, if not magical, to the
548 non-specialist when watching the manufacturing
549 process or when touching the final product (2017).
550 The advantages of the potter’s wheel are less
551 clear-cut when the power of rotational kinetic
552 energy is not understood or when RKE is not
553 used to its full potential, for example, when the
554 wheel is used more like a smoothly running turn-
555 table or when pots are created in stages, as is
556 typical for wheel-coiling (Foster 1959a:
557 100–109; Arnold 2008: 242–243) (Fig. 7). The
558 use of the potter’s wheel for wheel-coiling is
559 a common phenomenon in the Old World where
560 scholars have argued that the first use of the wheel
561 was actually to make wheel-coiled vessels rather
562 than wheel-thrown ones (Choleva 2018 for pre-
563 historic Greece; Thér et al. 2017 for Iron Age
564 Europe; Jeffra 2013 for Minoan Crete; Roux
565 2010 for the Near East). Roux (2010) conceptual-
566 izes the emergence of the potter’s wheel in two
567 stages: its initial use was for wheel-coiling and,
568 later, for wheel-throwing. Because the potter’s
569 wheel, even when used incompletely for wheel-
570 coiling, introduces an entirely new physical
571 principle, it represents a jump in the history of
572 innovations. It is a “discontinuous innovation”
573 because potters would have to acquire an entirely
574 new set of motor skills to use a device that retains
575 RKE for long periods of time using entirely dif-
576 ferent hand motions (Roux 2010). Because new
577 motor skills need to be developed, scholars have
578 stressed the importance of a face-to-face interac-
579 tion to ensure complete transmission of the
580 innovation – learning how to throw sections of
581 a pot, even if they were coiled first, requires the
582 acquisition of cumulative bimanual skills (Roux
583 and Corbetta 1989) through a lengthy apprentice-
584 ship. Being a highly complex skill, developing
585 a high level of expertise in wheel-throwing is
586 estimated to take up to 10 years (Ericsson and
587 Lehmann 1996). On the positive side, when an
588 experienced wheel-throwing potter is confronted
589 with a different wheel or new shapes, they are able
590 to adjust to these challenges easily by applying

591and, if necessary, modifying existing hand posi-
592tions (Gandon and Roux 2019). Wheel-coiling
593skills, in contrast, are less demanding but may
594still require a lengthy period of direct interaction
595between expert and learner.
596If we accept that the first potter’s wheels were
597not exploited to their full potential, then this real-
598ization provides additional support that the intro-
599duction of the wheel was unrelated to the desire
600for mass production or a more standardized
601product – both of which require that the potter’s
602wheel was utilized to its greatest potential. Thus,
603as Foster (1959a: 104, 109) would argue, it was
604not the wheel itself that brought about technolog-
605ical or social change, but rather acted as a device
606that could be utilized to implement change already
607in motion.

608International Perspectives

609The potter’s wheel can be found in all corners of
610the world. The specific design may vary, but the
611applied principles remain recognizable. As we
612have seen above, it was invented in the 5th mil-
613lennium BC in the Near East (Roux 2010) and
614spread across the Mediterranean and north and
615eastern Europe during the Bronze and early Iron
616Ages (Thér et al. 2017; Crewe and Knappett 2012;
617Doherty 2012). It is widespread in Asia, though
618the precise date of introduction is unclear. In the
619Americas, the wheel was first introduced by the
620Spanish (Arnold 2008: 238).
621Scholars normally assume that wheel was
622introduced in a supposed evolutionary sequence
623from bat to pivoted turntable to simple wheel to
624double wheel. However, it has become amply
625clear that the wheel often was not immediately
626used to its full potential, and hence the period of
627initial innovation and stage of widespread use do
628not typically overlap. Likewise, it is commonly
629observed that the different devices are used simul-
630taneously within the same cultural setup.
631As Foster (1959a: 116) already recognized
632some time ago, one of the great mysteries of
633history is the potter’s wheel’s well-established
634correlation with male potters. Worldwide ethno-
635graphic studies have shown that 80% of
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636 traditional potters are female. Nevertheless, the
637 introduction of the wheel almost always leads
638 to the involvement of male potters with women
639 continuing to manufacture vessels by traditional
640 hand-forming methods in the home. When
641 women use the wheel, it is for wheel-coiling
642 only (Vincentelli 2003). The proverbial exception
643 to the rule are female potters from El Porvenir
644 in Honduras who – due to limited agricultural
645 potential, men’s long absences from the commu-
646 nity, and easy access to potting resources – took
647 up wheel-throwing commercially to ensure the
648 financial survival of their households (Mouat

649and Arnold 1988). Whether the typical gender
650division also applies to prehistoric potters is
651a matter of speculation. Foster (1959a: 116)
652hypothesizes that this may be due to the physical
653strength that is required to set and keep the wheel
654spinning and throwing heavy clay. However,
655given the evidence of modern female artisan
656potters, the involvement of women in many
657other physically strenuous stages of the pottery
658production, and women’s general participation in
659demanding tasks, such as agriculture, textile man-
660ufacture, and childcare, this argument seems
661unviable (Rice 1987; Kramer 1985). Instead,

Common Forming Techniques

Type Name Definition

Handmade

Pots made without the help 
of rotational kinetic energy

Pinching Squeezing a clay ball between fingers and 
thumb, and then thinning the walls. Mostly used 
for small open vessels; can also be used to 
begin the base of larger vessels or as a finishing 
technique to even out walls.

Drawing Starting from a lump of clay, the walls are 
pulled or squeezed upwards with the hands to 
create the desired shape. Frequently combined 
with coiling where coils are pulled up in stages.

Coiling Rolls of uniform thickness are created and then 
used to build up the vessel shape. The pot may 
vary in wall thickness along the horizontal 
and/or vertical axis and coil seam junctures.
Often combined with other techniques, such as 
drawing or wheel throwing.

Slab building A vessel built up of joined flat slabs. 
Particularly suitable for large vessels.

Molding A flat ‘pancake’ of clay is prepared and placed 
into a plain or decorated mold. As the clay 
shrinks away from the mold, it retains the 
desired shape.

Wheel coiling Rotational kinetic energy (RKE) is applied to a 
vessel originally made of coils and can be 
introduced at different stages of the forming 
process. At its most basic, pots are made by 
coiling and then thinned or smoothed on the 
potter’s wheel. At its most advanced, a coil is 
added and ‘thrown’. Common features mirror 
those of wheel-thrown pots, but are less 
continuous and regular.

Wheelmade

Manufacture involves the 
use of rotational kinetic 

energy

Wheel throwing The potter’s wheel runs at speeds sufficiently 
high to develop RKE which is used by the 
potter to pull up and shape the clay with 
bilateral movements.

The Potter’s Wheel, Fig. 7 Common forming techniques with and without use of rotational kinetic energy
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662 Kramer (1985) suggests that economic aspects
663 interact with religious or ideological traditions,
664 such as supply and demand patterns, employment
665 types, household organization, access to raw
666 material resources, capital and time, apprentice-
667 ship patterns, or the need for mobility and visibil-
668 ity of potters. Arnold (1985: 99–108), in contrast,
669 draws attention to the strong relationship between
670 men and agricultural activities, arguing that, when
671 this link is broken, men will turn to alternative
672 income-generating resources, such as wheel-
673 throwing, while women remain associated
674 with household tasks and handmade production
675 which are more easily scheduled around agricul-
676 tural and childcare tasks.
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